EUREKA@ UCL day April 2015
Draft Program

09.30  Tea & coffee
09.45  Welcome and introduction (organisers)
10.00  Fellow and UCL EUREKA introductions (40 minutes)

10.40  Team exercise planning
11.00  Team exercise
11.20  Discussion and de briefing

12.00  Lead testimonial - a journey to translations title TBC
12.45  Testimonial discussion
13.00  Networking exercise (6 Guest Faculty and EUREKA Alumni)
        - for fellows to discuss translational medicine pathways, issues etc.

Guest Faculty
1. Dr Elena Bedisti (UCLH Biomedical Research Centre)
2. Professor Pat Woo (UCL)
3. Professor Mala Maini (UCL)
4. Dr Jonathan Pearce (MRC)
5. Translational Research Office #1 (UCL)
5. Translational Research Office #2 (UCL)

14.00  Case Studies

15.15  Present ideas/conclusion.

16.00  Wine and cheese + networking